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REPORTS
iation in aggregate size may similarly affect protein transmissibility between nondividing cells
and the spread of pathology in prion and perhaps
other protein-misfolding disorders, such as Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and Huntington’s diseases
(28–30). Indeed, prion protein conformation and
expression—parameters that alter aggregate size—
are more reliable predictors of the clinical course
of disease than is the presence of protease-resistant
aggregates (1).
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Cognitive Illusions of Authorship
Reveal Hierarchical Error Detection
in Skilled Typists
Gordon D. Logan* and Matthew J. C. Crump
The ability to detect errors is an essential component of cognitive control. Studies of error detection
in humans typically use simple tasks and propose single-process theories of detection. We
examined error detection by skilled typists and found illusions of authorship that provide evidence
for two error-detection processes. We corrected errors that typists made and inserted errors in
correct responses. When asked to report errors, typists took credit for corrected errors and accepted
blame for inserted errors, claiming authorship for the appearance of the screen. However, their
typing rate showed no evidence of these illusions, slowing down after corrected errors but not after
inserted errors. This dissociation suggests two error-detection processes: one sensitive to the
appearance of the screen and the other sensitive to keystrokes.

E

rrors are ubiquitous in human performance (1, 2). Their consequences can be
costly, ranging from mild annoyance to
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global-scale disaster. Errors are common in the
early stages of skill acquisition, when learning is
based on trial and error, but they still prevail in
expert performance, when skills are automatic
and fluent. Detecting and correcting errors are
important components of executive control at
high skill levels (3, 4). The control processes that
manage errors are evident in behavioral measures
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ited by a daughter progressively amplifies to a
steady-state plateau as that cell ages (Fig. 3E).
Thus, early daughters will inherit fewer aggregates than later daughters. Indeed, propagons
transmitted to successive daughters increased
through the third generation and then remained
relatively constant (Fig. 3F). Our observations
provide a mechanistic explanation for previously
observed cell-to-cell variability in propagons
(6, 25) and reveal age-dependent [PSI+] phenotypes at the single-cell level.
Thus, the seemingly static phenotypes associated with prion protein conformations may actually reflect highly dynamic pathways of prion
protein biogenesis in dividing cells. For any given
cell, the complement of aggregates and the phenotype fluctuate in response to the interplay between
the protein-misfolding pathway and its cellular
environment, creating a self-regenerating system
that settles to a stable population average for each
conformation. Thus, the cellular environment has
profound effects on the phenotypic manifestations
of prion protein conformations.
The dynamic size-based system that we have
uncovered may contribute to the physiological
consequences of protein misfolding in ways that
are not possible for an abundance-based process.
The phenotypic variation established and maintained through the events described here strengthens the argument that the prion mechanism, like
other epigenetic processes, facilitates selection in
new environments and consequently evolution (26).
According to our model, access to an advantageous state may not require a [prion–]/[PRION+]
phenotypic switch (27) but instead may always
be present within a population. In mammals, var-
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of post-error slowing and conscious reports of
errors (1), as well as in neural measures of errorrelated potentials in the electroencephalogram (5)
and activation of the anterior cingulate cortex in
functional brain imaging (6, 7). Several theories
have been proposed to account for these measures. Some assume a post hoc comparison of
intended and actual actions (5). Others suggest
that conflict between competing responses may
be sufficient to trigger error detection and correction (4). Researchers often view these accounts
as mutually exclusive and perform experiments
intended to decide between them, as if there were
a single error-detection mechanism and the goal
of their research was to determine its properties.
That may be possible in simple tasks with single
responses, but it is unlikely to apply to complex
tasks, like typewriting, that involve hierarchical
processing and extended interaction with the
environment (8–10). Here, we report the induction of cognitive illusions of authorship (11–14)
in skilled typists and provide evidence for two
separate error-detection mechanisms nested in
a hierarchical control process (10).
Skilled typewriting engages many processes,
from perception to cognition and action (9, 15).
The processes can be divided into two nested
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is correct if the screen looks right and incorrect
if the screen looks wrong. Thus, the outer loop
would treat corrected errors like actual, typistproduced correct responses and inserted errors
like actual, typist-produced errors, creating illusions of authorship (11–14). We hypothesized
that the inner loop would monitor keystrokes,
evaluating proprioceptive and kinesthetic feedback (17–20), and so would respond differently
to inserted errors and actual errors and to corrected errors and correct responses. The inner
loop would know the truth behind the illusion.
We tested these hypotheses in three experiments in which skilled typists typed single
words presented one at a time on a computer
screen, with their responses echoed on the screen
below the word to be typed (21). We measured
outer-loop error detection by asking for explicit
reports of errors. The three experiments varied in
the intrusiveness of explicit error detection. The
first was the least intrusive, asking for retrospective reports after the experiment finished. The
second asked participants to judge whether each
word was correct or erroneous as soon as they
typed it. The third told participants about corrected and inserted errors at the outset and asked
them to judge whether each word was correct,
erroneous, a corrected error, or an inserted error.

Mean IKSI in ms/letter

Fig. 1. (A) Mean interkey- A
Retrospective Report
stroke interval in millisec700
onds per letter for the trial
600
preceding an error (E–1),
500
the error trial (Error), and
the two trials after the error
400
(E+1, E+2) for the 600300
word group in experiment
200
one, which used retrospec100
tive error reports gathered
in a questionnaire admin0
istered after the experiment.
E–1
Error
E+1
E+2
Error bars are the 95% confidence intervals for the
means based on Fisher’s least significant difference test, calculated from
the interaction between response type (error, inserted, corrected) and error
position (E–1, Error, E+1, E+2). The data for correct responses are averaged
over positions. (B) Proportions of participants who experienced illusions
of authorship (did not report noticing inserted and corrected errors in ques-

We measured inner-loop error detection by evaluating post-error slowing. Skilled typists typically
slow down immediately after an error, prolonging
the interkeystroke interval between the error and
the next keystroke (18). We predicted post-error
slowing after actual errors and corrected errors
and no slowing for inserted errors and correct
responses.
We assessed the illusion of authorship by
comparing explicit error detection with post-error
slowing. If outer- and inner-loop error detection
are accomplished by a single process, then typists
should report errors in conditions that produce
post-error slowing (actual errors and corrected
errors), and they should report correct responses
in conditions that do not produce post-error slowing (correct responses and inserted errors). If
outer- and inner-loop error detection involve separate, hierarchically nested processes, then typists
should report “correct” whenever the screen looks
right (correct responses and corrected errors) and
“error” whenever the screen looks wrong (actual
errors and inserted errors), whether or not those
conditions produce post-error slowing.
In each experiment, we inserted errors on 6%
of the trials. On the remaining 94% of trials, we
corrected ~45% of actual errors by echoing the
correct response on the computer screen regard-

B
Post-Experiment Questionnaire

Error
Corrected
Inserted
Correct

Proportion Experiencing Illusion

feedback loops: (i) an outer loop that begins
with language comprehension and generation and
produces a series of words to be typed and (ii) an
inner loop that begins with the words the outer
loop provides and produces a series of keystrokes
(9, 10, 15–17). The two loops are relatively autonomous: The outer loop commands the inner loop
but knows little about how the inner loop carries
out its commands (10, 17). Our research was
guided by the hypothesis that the two loops are
driven by different kinds of feedback: The outer
loop is sensitive to the appearance of the output
on the screen, whereas the inner loop is sensitive
to feedback from the fingers and the keyboard
(9, 17, 18). Thus, the two loops should detect
errors with different mechanisms (19, 20).
We created illusions of authorship by introducing mismatches between errors in the inner
and outer loops. We corrected errors that typists
made, so the output matched their intentions
when their motor behavior did not, and we
inserted errors into the output that the typists
produced, so that their motor behavior matched
their intentions when the output did not. We
hypothesized that the outer loop would evaluate
the match between intended and actual actions,
claiming authorship for the appearance of the
screen. The outer loop decides that the response

1
0.8
0.6
Open

0.4

Inserted
Corrected

0.2
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Number of Trials

Expt 2

tion two, which was open-ended, in question three, which addressed inserted
errors, and in question four, which addressed corrected errors) in the 50-,
100-, and 600-word groups and in experiment two. Error bars are 95%
confidence intervals for the proportions calculated from the binomial
distribution.
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Fig. 2. (A) Mean interkey- A
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Response Type
positions. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals based on Fisher’s least significant difference test calculated from the interaction between response type and error position. (B) Mean
probabilities of reporting correct or error for correct responses (correct), actual errors (error), inserted errors (inserted), and corrected errors (corrected).
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inserted errors, even if you correctly typed the
word?” and “Did you notice that on some proportion of the trials the computer may have
correctly typed a word even though you made an
error?” Responses to these questions were scored
as illusions of authorship if typists said “no.”
The proportions of typists showing illusions
of authorship are plotted in Fig. 1B. The proportions were significantly greater than zero for each
question in each group (that is, the 95% confidence intervals constructed from the binomial
distribution did not include 0). Illusions of authorship were stronger in the open-ended question than in the more direct questions, perhaps
because typists were less willing to admit they
had not noticed inserted and corrected errors when
they were told they had occurred. Illusions of authorship were about the same for inserted and
corrected errors. Illusions of authorship declined as
typists experienced more inserted and corrected
errors. There were 3, 6, and 36 inserted errors in the
50-, 100-, and 600-word versions of the experiment, respectively. Corrected errors were generated
by randomly correcting 45% of all responses. The
average numbers of corrected errors for the 18, 23,
and 24 typists who experienced one or more in the
50-, 100-, and 600-word versions of the experiment were 2.4, 4.3, and 24, respectively.
The post-error–slowing data and retrospective reports show a dissociation between innerand outer-loop error detection. Typists slowed
after corrected errors but not after inserted errors,
yet many of them accepted corrected errors as
correct responses and inserted errors as errors.
This analysis of post-error slowing collapses over
typists who did and did not show illusions of
authorship. We analyzed post-error slowing
separately for typists who did and did not show
illusions and found the same pattern in both
groups (fig. S1) (21). Thus, the pattern in Fig. 1A
is representative of all typists.
The second experiment asked 24 skilled typists (WPM = 68.2 T 11.0) to type 600 words.
After each word, they were asked to report errors
explicitly, indicating whether they typed the word
correctly or incorrectly. There was no mention of
corrected and inserted errors. Typists typed
88.4% of the words correctly. Mean interkey-

stroke intervals from 23 typists who provided
sufficient data for analysis are plotted in Fig. 2A.
There was post-error slowing for incorrect responses (F1,132 = 125.0, p < 0.01) and corrected
errors (F1,132 = 169.6, p < 0.01), but not for inserted errors (F < 1.0), suggesting again that
inner-loop error detection distinguishes between
actual errors and correct responses.
Explicit error-detection probabilities, plotted
in Fig. 2B, show good discrimination between
correct and incorrect responses. For correct responses, typists said “correct” more than “error”
[t(23) = 41.61, p < 0.01]; for incorrect responses,
typists said “error” more than “correct” [t(23) =
10.40, p < 0.01]. Typists showed illusions of authorship for inserted errors, saying “error” more
than “correct” [t(23) = 5.33, p < 0.01]. They also
showed illusions of authorship for corrected errors,
saying “correct” more than “error” [t(23) = 5.26,
p < 0.01].
The post-error slowing and post-trial report
data reveal a dissociation between inner- and
outer-loop error detection. We assessed the dissociation further by comparing trials in which
typists did and did not experience illusions of
authorship (21). The pattern of post-error slowing
was the same for both sets of trials (fig. S5), suggesting that the pattern in Fig. 2A is representative of all trials.
The explicit report task did not allow typists
to distinguish between actual errors and inserted
errors or between correct responses and corrected
errors. Nevertheless, typists chose responses that
reflected the appearance of the screen instead of
the keys they struck, consistent with their experience with computers and with our hypothesis
that explicit error detection reflects outer-loop
control processes. We administered the postexperiment questionnaire from experiment one
and found that typists did not seem to be confused about the requirement to classify inserted
and corrected errors. The proportions of typists
showing illusions of authorship were about the
same as those of the typists in the 600-word
group in experiment one, who were not required
to report errors after each trial (Fig. 1B).
We conducted a third experiment that included
four response categories in the explicit detection
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less of what participants typed on 45% of the
trials. We quantified skill as words per minute
(WPM) on a typing test administered at the end
of the experiment, reporting mean WPM T standard deviation for each experiment. The typists
were predominantly of college age, had 12.86 T
5.35 years of experience, and typed at speeds
comparable to professional typists.
The first experiment used retrospective errordetection reports, varying the number of words
that were typed (50, 100, or 600) between participants to manipulate the opportunity to detect
corrected and inserted errors. We tested three
different groups of 24 skilled typists (WPM =
61.6 T 16.9, 70.6 T 20.6, and 68.6 T 20.7 words,
respectively); they typed 91.0, 89.9, and 91.0%
of the words correctly, respectively. We assessed
post-error slowing by examining interkeystroke
interval for the trial before and two trials after an
error. Twenty-two typists in the 600-word group
provided sufficient data for this analysis. Their
results, plotted in Fig. 1A, show slowing
immediately after the error for incorrect responses
(F1,126 = 150.8, p < 0.01) and corrected errors
(F1,126 = 114.8, p < 0.01), but no slowing for
inserted errors (F < 1.0). Thus, the inner loop
responds differently to actual and inserted errors,
as predicted. Interkeystroke intervals were longer
for corrected errors and actual errors than for
inserted errors and correct responses. This difference may reflect early error detection in the
inner loop (20) or differences between words
typed correctly and incorrectly. Errors are more
likely to occur in words that are more difficult to
type, and so are typed more slowly (21).
We assessed illusions of authorship with a
post-experiment questionnaire, which consisted
of six questions. The second, third, and fourth
questions were most relevant. The first question
asked for an estimate of the number of correct
and incorrect responses. The second was openended, asking, “Did you notice anything about
the kind of errors that you made?” Responses to
this question were scored as illusions of authorship if typists made no mention of inserted or
corrected errors. The third and fourth questions
were direct, asking, “Did you notice that on some
proportion of the trials the computer may have

Mean IKSI in ms/letter

Response Probability

Fig. 3. (A) Mean interkey- A
B
Correct/Error/Inserted/Corrected
stroke interval in millisec1
700
onds per letter for the trial
preceding an error (E–1),
600
0.8
the error trial (Error), and
500
the two trials after the error
0.6
Error
400
Corrected
(E+1, E+2) in the third exCorrected
300
Inserted
periment, which used post0.4
Inserted
Error
trial error reports in which
200
Correct
0.2
Correct
participants said whether
100
the preceding response was
0
0
correct, error, inserted error,
Correct
Error
Inserted
Corrected
E–1
Error
E+1
E+2
or corrected error. The data
Response Type
for correct responses are averaged over positions. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals based on Fisher’s least significant difference test calculated from the interaction between
response type and error position. (B) Mean probabilities of reporting correct, error, inserted error, or corrected error for correct responses (correct), actual errors
(error), inserted errors (inserted), and corrected errors (corrected).
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The three experiments found strong dissociations between explicit error reports and post-error
slowing. These dissociations are consistent with
the hierarchical error-detection mechanism that we
proposed, with an outer loop that mediates explicit reports and an inner loop that mediates posterror slowing. This nested-loop description of error
detection is consistent with hierarchical models
of cognitive control in typewriting (9, 10, 15–17)
and with models of hierarchical control in other
complex tasks (2, 8, 22). Speaking, playing music,
and navigating through space may all involve
inner loops that take care of the details of performance (e.g., uttering phonemes, playing notes,
and walking) and outer loops that ensure that intentions are fulfilled (e.g., messages communicated, songs performed, and destinations reached).
Hierarchical control may be prevalent in highly
skilled performers who have had enough practice
to develop an autonomous inner loop. Previous
studies of error detection in simple tasks may
describe inner-loop processing. The novel contribution of our research is to dissociate the outer
loop from the inner loop.
The three experiments demonstrate cognitive illusions of authorship in skilled typewriting
(11–14). Typists readily take credit for correct
output on the screen, interpreting corrected errors
as their own correct responses. They take the
blame for inserted errors, as in the first and second experiments, but they also blame the computer, as in the third experiment. These illusions
are consistent with the hierarchical model of error
detection, with the outer loop assigning credit
and blame and the inner loop doing the work of
typing (10, 17). Thus, illusions of authorship
may be a hallmark of hierarchical control systems
(2, 11, 22, 23).

Evidence for a Collective Intelligence
Factor in the Performance of
Human Groups
Anita Williams Woolley,1* Christopher F. Chabris,2,3 Alex Pentland,3,4
Nada Hashmi,3,5 Thomas W. Malone3,5
Psychologists have repeatedly shown that a single statistical factor—often called “general
intelligence”—emerges from the correlations among people’s performance on a wide variety of cognitive
tasks. But no one has systematically examined whether a similar kind of “collective intelligence” exists for
groups of people. In two studies with 699 people, working in groups of two to five, we find converging
evidence of a general collective intelligence factor that explains a group’s performance on a wide variety
of tasks. This “c factor” is not strongly correlated with the average or maximum individual intelligence
of group members but is correlated with the average social sensitivity of group members, the equality in
distribution of conversational turn-taking, and the proportion of females in the group.
s research, management, and many other
kinds of tasks are increasingly accomplished by groups—working both faceto-face and virtually (1–3)—it is becoming ever
more important to understand the determinants of
group performance. Over the past century,
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psychologists made considerable progress in
defining and systematically measuring intelligence in individuals (4). We have used the statistical approach they developed for individual
intelligence to systematically measure the intelligence of groups. Even though social psycholo-
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gists and others have studied for decades how
well groups perform specific tasks (5, 6), they have
not attempted to measure group intelligence in the
same way individual intelligence is measured—
by assessing how well a single group can perform
a wide range of different tasks and using that
information to predict how that same group will
perform other tasks in the future. The goal of the
research reported here was to test the hypothesis
that groups, like individuals, do have characteristic levels of intelligence, which can be measured
and used to predict the groups’ performance on a
wide variety of tasks.
Although controversy has surrounded it, the
concept of measurable human intelligence is based
on a fact that is still as remarkable as it was to
Spearman when he first documented it in 1904
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task (correct, error, inserted error, and corrected
error) to allow typists to distinguish sources of errors
and correct responses and, therefore, provide a
stronger test of illusions of authorship. We asked 24
skilled typists (WPM = 70.7 T 16.4) to type 600
words, each of which was followed by a fouralternative explicit report screen. Typists typed
91.8% of the words correctly. Mean interkeystroke
intervals, plotted in Fig. 3A, show post-error slowing for incorrect responses (F1,138 = 117.7, p < 0.01)
and corrected errors (F1,138 = 120.0, p < 0.01), but
not for inserted errors (F < 1.0), indicating that
inner-loop detection distinguishes between actual
errors and correct responses.
Explicit detection probabilities, plotted in Fig.
3B, show good discrimination between correct
and error responses. For correct responses, typists
said “correct” more than “error” [t(23) = 97.29,
p < 0.01]; for error responses, typists said “error”
more than “correct” [t(23) = 8.22, p < 0.01]. Typists distinguished actual errors from inserted errors
well, avoiding an illusion of authorship. They
said “error” more than “inserted” for actual errors
[t(23) = 7.06, p < 0.01] and “inserted” more than
“error” for inserted errors [t(23) = 14.75, p <
0.01]. However, typists showed a strong illusion
of authorship with corrected errors. They were
just as likely to call them correct responses as
corrected errors [t(23) = 1.38].
The post-error slowing and post-trial report
data show a dissociation between inner- and outerloop error detection. We assessed the dissociation
further by comparing post-error slowing on trials
in which typists did and did not experience
illusions of authorship (21). The pattern of posterror slowing was the same for both sets of trials
(fig. S6), suggesting that the pattern in Fig. 3A is
representative of all trials.

